Build A Bus Home (BABH)
Volunteers Covid-19 Protocol
If you are in any way unwell, please stay home. Call Lisa Gillotti 360-544-2677 and let
her know.
Screening prior to shift:
Temperatures of each volunteer will be taken prior to shift starting. If temperature is
above 100 (or the latest CDC number), we will excuse you from service. We will also be
checking in with each volunteer about other COVID-19 symptoms. If we determine a
volunteer is symptomatic, we will refer them to the local clinics to be checked. (Hawkes
Prairie Providence Drive thru testing)
Volunteers will be provided with PPE, a face mask, gloves, a disposable smock
(possible), and Briotech disinfectant at the beginning of their shift.
Before your shift:
Wash your hands.
Check in with screening
Receive your free bottle of Briotech for use on shift
Spray hands with Briotech
Put on the smock (possible), (remove during breaks)
Put on new, clean gloves
Put on your mask. Only touch your mask on the side edges or straps.
.
BrioTech eradicates viruses, bacteria, and fungi, and kills HIV, Ebola, Coronavirus, and
HPV. It also kills the spirochete that causes syphilis and the bacterium that causes
gonorrhea.
Please note that gloves are not made to withstand hand soap, so washing gloves rather
than changing gloves can create inconsistencies in the material of the gloves and make
your hands less protected.
We will provide safe protective masks for Volunteers. We have single use masks and
reusable masks. The reusable ones are doubly lined and are washable. Do not touch
the mask front, only touch the side edge or straps or elastic when putting on the mask
and taking it off. The masks have metal in them to secure over the nose, only touch the
bridge of your nose to secure it. At the end of your shift, put your reusable mask in a
paper bag to be taken home and laundered. (Machine wash, air dried)
After your shift:
Remove your mask, touching only the sides and straps, and place in a clean paper bag
and leave at the welcome tent.
Remove your smock and gloves and place them in the trash
Wash your hands before leaving for the day.
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Phones are one of the biggest vectors for spreading germs. If you use your phone
spray your hands with Briotech before and after use. We recommend you put your
phone and your personal items in our designated safe area in bags provided. If you
keep your phone with you remove your gloves before use. When you return, wash your
hands, put on new gloves and your mask and smock, and only handle your mask on the
side edge or by the straps. If you take your mask with you on break or to use a phone,
make sure you handle it the same way.
Food should NOT be eaten in the trailer area. Bring your own water bottle as water will
be provided. Food will not be provided. If you need to eat, bring your own food. and
during your shift, remove your mask and gloves, and use your vehicle as your eating
area. When you return, wash your hands, put new gloves on and only handle your mask
on the side edge or by the straps.
The showers will be cleaned between guests and the showers will be disinfected for a
10-minute period after cleaning for maximum effectiveness against germs, viruses and
bacteria.
Items provided: gloves, smocks (if available), masks, Briotech spray bottles, draw
string bags, water, and a safe area for volunteers’ personal items.
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